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Book Review

KLAPISCH-ZUBER, CHRISTIANE, Women, Family and Ritualin

Renaissance Italy, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1985, pp. 338.

Those of US with an ardent feminist bent can greet the English pub-

lication of Christiane Klapisch-Zuber's essays on Women, Family and

Ritualv^ìùì cries of joy; however, it is not an unalloyed joy. Unfortunate

lapses of methodological rigor, as well as instances of excess bias, mar

what is otherwise a sound and needed series of studies.'

Klapisch-Zuber draws much of her work from the great Fiorentine

catasto of 1427-30. The catasto consisted of the tax records of approx-

imately 60,000 families residing in Florence and the surrounding

Tuscan countryside under its sway (excepting Siena and Lucca).

^

Klapisch-Zuber begins by discussing the methodological use made of

that vast document and some of the demographic insights which it af-

forded.5 She then explores whether there might bave been a change

in familial structure from the later Middle Ages into the Renaissance.^

She uses the city of Prato, in Fiorentine Tuscany, as a model to deter-

mine the answer for the late fourteenth to late fifteenth centuries. It

is bere, in impersonal statistical compilations and straightforward re-

portage, that Klapisch-Zuber is at her best. Using a number oi catasti

and estimi itom the late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries, she

traces the disastrous effects on family composition after the Black

Death.5

Prato was a town already in decline at the advent of the piagne, and

by 1410, after successive waves of plague, had been reduced to 950
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households from 4,000 in 1310.^ As the epidemics abated in scvcrity,

children, always the hardest hit, rebounded in numbers. Women,
however, continued to remain fewer than men, a poignant attestation

to the fact that, in rebuilding the population from the bottom through

birth, women sacrificed themselves from the top the same way.

Klapisch-Zuber states that it is difficult to ascertain the reasons for this

"differential dicline in the ratio of women to men,"^ but it would

seem that a doublé vulnerability to both the Black Death and child-

birth could account for a good deal.^

One result of the drastic population reduction was a change in

matrimoniai practices. The average age of women at marriage fell at

the end of the thirteenth century, but as the population stabilized, ages

rose again somewhat.^ Households were down to 3.4 persons on the

average in 1371, as opposed to 3.9 in 1339, but on the rise again to

3.7 persons in 1427. The number of households headed by women fell,

and more tended to be headed by older males in conformity with the

general aging of the population. Extended families became more com-

mon with more and more married sons residing at home with their

fathers.i"

Klapisch-Zuber's more pressing concern, however, is the condition

of women in her carefully described households. One could say from

her figures that discrimination against females (at least as represented

in Florence) began at birth. Although the general practice during the

fifteenth century was to put more infants out to nurse—seemingly

without prejudice, Klapisch-Zuber suggests that the statistics teli a

different story. •'

Paying a balia>^ to raise one's infant was, it appears, less prevalent

in the fourteenth than in the fifteenth century, and confined at that

time almost entirely to the most prominent families.'' After 1450,

however, she asserts that one-half of the families were of fairly modest

circumstances.'* Contracts between the family of the infant and the

family of the nurse were arranged strictly by the father of the infant.

The mother appears to bave been almost entirely excluded from the

proceedings, as she is rarely mentioned. The father most usually con-

tracted to send the child to the home of the nursing couple. This was

the most economical solution and represented a considerable savings

in salary.'5 Having a nurse take a child into her home, naturally meant
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a separation from the child for periods up to three years (fifteenth cen-

tury contracts generally stipulateci thirty months). History is silent on

how the mother felt about this separation, but Florentines rationalized

the necessity by praising the salubrious air of the countryside and other

benefits of turai life.^"^

It was at the time of weaning, according to Klapisch-Zuber, that sub-

tle differences in attitudes of fathers towards sons or daughters appeared

to manifest themselves. Weaning began, from her sample of well-

documented contracts, on the average at 18.7 months and the child

returned home at about 20.4 months. In some cases, the child was

transferred to another nurse who specialized in weaning, or was left with

the same nurse who was paid less during the period in which the child

gradually shifted to a more solid diet. In some cases this period lasted

up to six months. Klapisch-Zuber attempts to prove that Florentines

were more willing to pay for an extended period of weaning for their

sons than for their daughters. Her statistics, however, do not supporr

her contentions, since two-thirds of ali children, of either sex, appear

to have been weaned abruptly and simply returned home. For only a

small number of children does she show that more girls than boys made
this difficult transition without graduai withdrawal. Girls were,

however, nursed for a somewhat shorter period than boys— 18 months

on the avarege as against an average of 19.4 months for the boys.^''

Klapisch-Zuber introduces considerable anecdotal material through-

out her essays to supporr her allegations of discrimination against fe-

males. Unfortunately, she has a tendency to pick examples which do

the most to undermine her thesis. For example, she reports the case of

one father who laments the premature leavetaking of the nurse in June,

"when she had promised us to remain with us until September, so that

we could avoid having Cecchina weaned during the great beat and be-

fore she has ali her teeth. ' ' Certainly this is an instance of proper paren-

tal concern for the well-being of one's child. ^* In addition, she cites

one Tribaldo dei Rossi, who deplores the fact that poverty forces him

to conclude the breastfeeding of bis daughter, Maddalena, at one year,

when her brothers and sisters had nursed for up to twenty months.

Klapisch-Zuber's claim is that this is a statement not just of financial

difficulties, but of sexual discrimination as well. To my mind, Mad-

dalena 's father speaks to us not as Klapisch-Zuber would have it, coolly
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indifferent, but with every appearance of genuine distress. Birth order

definitely served Maddalena badly, however that is no evidence that

gender entered into the matter.^^

Other questions arise with regard to Klapisch-Zuber's accuracy when

dealing with gender. In Chapter Pive, "Childhood in Tuscany," she

claims that putting a child out to nurse "may bave represented more

of a threat to girls than to boys. Fiorentine parents, in fact, left their

babies of the fair sex with a nurse longer than their sons. "^o This is in

direct contradiction to the picture she paints in Chapter Seven, which

I bave discussed above. Furthermore this contradicts another statement

Klapisch-Zuber makes in Chapter Seven that infant mortality was

higher among male infants put out to nurse than it was for female. In-

consistently again, she stresses that breastfeeding provided a better over-

all chance for survival—better, certainly, than those poor innocents who
filled the foundling homes.^^

It is probable that in the cases of foundlings, Klapisch-Zuber does

not overstate when she blames indifference to the well-being of girls.

Many more girls than boys were recorded as being taken into the

hospices.22 Moreover, more girls than boys seem to bave been aban-

doned in times of crisis than in times of relative peace.^' The charge

of gender discrimination seems to be real, although, once again we

must be careful with Klapisch-Zuber's conclusions. Because more girls

than boys suffered abandonment, she judges this to be one reason for

the imbalance of the sexes between the ages of one and seven. ^^ She

ignores that fact that infant mortality was higher in general for infant

boys than for infant girls (except possibly during periods of plague).^'

This would bave somewhat reduced the imbalance, even accepting the

larger number of abandoned females, unless the girls were deliberately

starved.

A girl of the upper classes need not fear the foundling homes, but

abandonment of another sort. She might be educated at home, how-

ever it was equally possible that she would be educated in a convent.

Separated from ber family by the age of seven, she would remain in

the convent until marriage, if so destined. If intended for the religious

life, she would remain there forever.^^

The most common age for marriage was between 17 and 18 for young

women.27 If a girl had been educated in the convent, she would pass
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as a stranger from the house of her father to the house of her husband,

where, because of her "foreign" lineage, she would be even more a

stranger. Frequently, her husband would be much older than she. She

would often find herself the step-mother of six or eight children, des-

tined to add eight or ten of her own to the already tumultuous brood.

Spoken of only in reference to her father or husband, she would be for-

gotten quickly. If she were mentioned in the ricordi, there would be

an explanation of this untoward inclusion, as though the chronicler

needed to excuse himself. Most often, while alliances with important

lineages were recorded, the given name of the women who "built" the

alliance would be omitted.^*

If widowed young, a woman of the upper class would become a pawn

in a relentless game of politicai and economie chess. Although theo-

retically she had some options concerning the way she would live the

test of her life, in actuality she would be subject to ruthless pressures.

On the one band, the pressure would come from her own family want-

ing her to remarry in order to reuse her dowry, and on the other from

her husband 's family wishing her to stay and keep the dowry with

them.29 Dowries, were "irrevocably attached . . . to the physical person

of the woman for the duration of her life, "3° and, if a widow could be

coaxed home, her dowry came with her. If she were young enough, her

remarriage was a chance for her family to possibly make a more advan-

tageous alliance, or at least create a "whole new circle of affines."3i

A most unfortunate consequence of this custom was that when a widow

went home, she took her dowry but not her children. Children "be-

longed" to their paternal lineage. It was rare that their maternal kin

would take them in, and nearly inconceivable that a step-father would

accept them. When the mother left, taking her dowry, the children

were abandoned to a destitute fate, except through the intercession of

their charitable agnatic kinfolk.^^

Imagine the dilemma for the young widowed mother. Ali her life

she had been taught obedience, first to her father, then to her husband.

On the death of their husbands, many young women reverted to earlier

habits—subservience to their own families. The weight of public opin-

ion, in addition, was on them to remarry. If they remained unmarried

they were suspect, even older widows were subject to the accusation of

unchastity. As virtual diens in their husband 's families, they could look
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forward to a bleak existence at best, and submission to the demands

of their own lineage separated them from thcir children forever.

Those women who bowed to the pressures exerted by their families

were characterized as "cruel" mothers^'—greedy, heartless, avid, in-

constant, etc. Only a few men were able to look beyond their male

biases and see to the truth of the problem, and only a few of these carne

to the defense of woman's position. One such was Giovanni Gherardi

of Prato, who wrote Paradiso degli Alberti -àhoui 1425. In that courtly

discussion he pitted a young man who denigrates women against a

young woman "of great wit and of most noble manners/'^** The young

woman turns the man's own words against him when she states that

since women are less perfect than men, they must therefore obey and

follow them. 35

The young woman's spirited defense provides us with some insight

into the way women really felt in their situations. What Klapisch-Zuber

fails to acknowledge is that it provides some due to the way men felt

as well. The two do not seem to be ali that far apart, if Gherardi was

at ali representative.^^ Sadly, men were trapped by the very institutions

they themselves had made.

The dowry was one such institution. Generally deplored,^^ it never-

theless flourished. What would make generations cling to a system that

seemingly worked such a hardship? The notion that the dowry was the

equivalent of a woman's share of her family's estate is ridiculous on the

face of it. The dowry portion rarely approached the amount awarded

to male descendants, and real property was seldom, if ever, included.

Moreover, in a family with several daughters, the later-born frequently

received less than the eldest.^^

The argument, that the dowry system responded to the law of sup-

ply and demand, is a specious one as well.^^ Presumably men paid a

bride-price in the early Middle Ages because women were scarce. Sub-

sequently, women paid a dowry in the later period becamse men were

supposedly in short supply.'*^' The above argument makes very little

sense if we accept Klapisch-Zuber's figures on the imbalance between

men and women in the late fourteenth and early fìfteenth centuries,

pointing to a definite shortage of women in that period, just when
dowry inflation was reaching its peak.^'
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Diane Owen Hughes offers one explanation for the institution of the

dowry, when she notes that the exclusion of dowered women from the

famiHal estate had "an unmistakable flavor of masculine privilege.''^^

In Genoa, women were not only barred from the estates of their fathers,

but their descendants were also unable to profit from the maternal for-

tunes.^3 In Florence, if there were not brothers or nephews to inherit,

females could recover only up to one-fourth of the estate, with the test

going to agnatic kin.^"* Klapisch-Zuber quotes Hughes to supporr her

supposition that the exclusion of women from the familial estate caused

them to become wives "inevitably more subjected to their hus-

bands."^^—but, were they?

In his article on Venetian dowry customs, Stanley Chojnacki reveals

that not only fathers, but mothers as well, were called upon to provide

dowries for their daughters. In cases, also, where an unmarried girl

lacked paternal relatives to provide for her, her maternal grandfather

or other maternal ascendants assumed the responsibility.'*^ This is more

than a suggestion of some matrilineal economie control. Interesting,

too, is the Constant rise in the ratio of women's wills to men's. Since

the increase occurred after the depredations of the Black Death, perhaps

women were more aware of their doublé vulnerability to plague and

childbirth, and thus became concerned with testacy.^^

As a result of dowry inflation, and a lowering of the age of marriage,

even younger women were able to dispose of larger estates, and their

first concern was for their daughters. "^^ After the middle of the four-

teenth century, both frequency and size of women's contributions rose,

by the early fifteenth century amounting to more than one-third of

parental contributions. "^^ Chojnacki stresses the social significance of this

maternal involvement, which he interprets as an increasingly larger role

being played by those much less committed to the paternal lineage.^^

Surely, greater involvement indicated greater influence and control by

women.

Can it be that Florentines differed from the test of Italy? Were they

more tyrannical, more arrogant, more fiercely chauvinistic than the

Venetians or the Genoese? Are Fiorentine women the "subservient"

wives Klapisch-Zuber speaks of? Well, possibly. Thomas Kuehn in-

troduces the institution of the mundualdus in supporr of this view.^^
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The mundualdus was an adult male appointed to assist a Fiorentine

woman in her legai transactions, in theory a disinterested party. The
important fact was that women were not empowered to act on their

own. An equally important fact was that Florence was the only major

Tuscan city to preserve this institution in the precise sense as a guar-

dian over women. Kuehn asserts: "The supposed naturai inferiority of

women justified not only a legai inferiority, but a social inferiority.""

It may he, then, that Fiorentine women were in actuality more
subservient.

Since we have seen that many superfluous upper-class girls were

relegated to the convent, was domestic service a viable alternative fot

the poorer girl? It would seem from Klapisch-Zuber's statistics that

more domestic servants were drawn from the ranks of married and
widowed women than from the unmarried—a ratio of about two to

three. It is unfortunate that again we cannot rely on Klapisch-Zuber,

since her figures do not agree with her conclusions. While on one page
she States that she is using a sample of 132 women, on the next page
the number has dropped to 111 women. Of these, she claims 52 are

unmarried and 80 are married. These numbers do add up to the origi-

nai 132 women, but she further avers that these are AA^/q and 56%,
respectively, which ìs inaccurate, regardless of which number correctly

represents the universe of her sample. ^^

However, domestic service could have been a good thing for the un-

dowered girl, or for the woman who intended to reject matrimony al-

together. There are a significant number of contracts which promised

dowers to girls when they reached marriageable age, and others were

guaranteed a home until death if they were not to marry.^'*

This, then, was a Fiorentine woman 's destiny during the fifteenth

century. Separation, lifelong alienation, and then death, if not from
the plague, then certainly from the toll of child-bearing.55 As David
Herlihy has put it, these are "bleak" statistics. ^^

If the statistics are bleak just of themselves, it is a shame that

Klapisch-Zuber did not let them stand on their own, without overstate-

ment. In too many cases, poor choices of supporr material or inaccurate

figures cast some doubt on the study, and her determination to see dis-

crimination even where unnecessary further weakens her thesis. One
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must acknowledge that she has performed an enormous service to his-

tory by ber efforts to sbed bgbt on tbe stmctures of tbe family and the

role of women. One must note as well, however, tbe pitfalls inberent

in sucb an undertaking. A little more care witb regard to tbese pitfalls

would bave made Klapiscb-Zuber's contribution truly outsfaoding.

Lora Ann Sigler

U. of California, Los Angeles
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